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Are you excited about planning your next trip? Do you want to try something new while
traveling? Would you like some guidance from a local? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, then this book is just for you.Greater Than a Tourist - Wadi Rum, Jordan by Um
A'yube offers the inside scope on Wadi Rum. Most travel books tell you how to travel like a
tourist. Although there's nothing wrong with that, as a part of the Greater than a Tourist series
this book will give you tips and a bunch of ideas from someone who lives at your next travel
destination.In these pages you'll discover local advice that will help you throughout your stay.
Greater than a tourist is a series of travel books written by locals. Travel like a local. Get the
inside scope. Slow down, stay in one place, take your time, get to know the people and the
culture of a place. Try some things off the beaten path with guidance. Patronize local business
and vendors when you travel. Be willing to try something new and have the travel experience of a
lifetime.By the time you finish this book, you will be excited to travel to your next destination.

I want to share a bit of the story behind The Magical Power of the Saints by Reverend Ray T.
Malbrough.When the world was Pagan, people presented offerings to the deities along with
petitions and prayers. Often this involved a bonfire or flame from an oil lamp or candle.
Christianity brought its own version of the deities, but some systems such as Santeria,
Condomble, and Voudun refused to abandon the old gods and goddesses. They worshiped
them under the guise of the Christian saints.The saints took on the characteristics of the Pagan
deities with special days of the week, candles of a particular color, and rulership over certain
problems and occupations. The belief in a saint's ability to intercede on the petitioner's behalf
continues among many people to this day. Now you can find out how to use ancient techniques
to call on the saints for help when you read The Magical Power of the Saints.In The Magical
Power of the Saints you will find a guide to seventy-four saints and their attributes. Learn how to
evoke them for practical help in your life through prayer, candle burning, and divination. Whether
you want more peace, a new love, a better job, more money, or any of several dozen more goals,
you can start by getting The Magical Power of the Saints.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the PublisherI want to share a bit of the story behind The Magical Power of the
Saints by Reverend Ray T. Malbrough.When the world was Pagan, people presented offerings to
the deities along with petitions and prayers. Often this involved a bonfire or flame from an oil
lamp or candle. Christianity brought its own version of the deities, but some systems such as
Santeria, Condomble, and Voudun refused to abandon the old gods and goddesses. They
worshiped them under the guise of the Christian saints.The saints took on the characteristics of
the Pagan deities with special days of the week, candles of a particular color, and rulership over
certain problems and occupations. The belief in a saint's ability to intercede on the petitioner's



behalf continues among many people to this day. Now you can find out how to use ancient
techniques to call on the saints for help when you read The Magical Power of the Saints.In The
Magical Power of the Saints you will find a guide to seventy-four saints and their attributes. Learn
how to evoke them for practical help in your life through prayer, candle burning, and divination.
Whether you want more peace, a new love, a better job, more money, or any of several dozen
more goals, you can start by getting The Magical Power of the Saints.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorRay T. Malbrough was born in New Orleans and was raised
in the "Pays des Cajuns" Region of southeastern Louisiana. He learned the basics of hoodoo in
his early teens with the permission and encouragement of his mother. At age 19, he started
working in a New Orleans tearoom as a reader/advisor, and has since earned a good reputation
as a Hoodoo worker all over the region surrounding his hometown of Houma. He is a 1982
graduate of the Seax-Wica Seminary founded and directed by Dr. Raymond Buckland. The
author is active in the parapsychology Association in Thibodeaux, Louisiana. Today, Ray is a full
time reader/advisor and hoodoo worker in his home in Houma.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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Greater Than a Tourist –Wadi RumJordan 50 Travel Tips from a Local Um A'yube Copyright
© 2017 CZYK PublishingAll Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
including scanning and photocopying, or distributed in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, or stored in a database or retrieval system without prior written permission from the
publisher.Disclaimer: The publisher has put forth an effort in preparing and arranging this book.
The information provided herein by the author is provided "as is". Use this information at your
own risk. The publisher is not a licensed doctor. Consult your doctor before engaging in any
medical activities. The publisher and author disclaim any liabilities for any loss of profit or
commercial or personal damages resulting from the information contained in this book.Order
Information: To order this title please email lbrenenc@gmail.com or visit
GreaterThanATourist.com. A bulk discount can be provided. Lock Haven, PAAll rights
reserved. 9781521451380 DEDICATION This book is dedicated to the wonderful place I call
home, Wadi Rum. To my husband without whom I would never have been able to live here and to
my husband's family who have welcomed me into their lives, with tolerance and grace.book
description Are you excited about planning your next trip? Do you want to try something new
while traveling? Would you like some guidance from a local? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, then this book is just for you.Greater Than a Tourist - Wadi Rum, Jordan by Um
A'yube offers the inside scope on Wadi Rum. Most travel books tell you how to travel like a
tourist. Although there's nothing wrong with that, as a part of the Greater than a Tourist series
this book will give you tips and a bunch of ideas from someone who lives at your next travel
destination.In these pages you'll discover local advice that will help you throughout your stay.
Greater than a tourist is a series of travel books written by locals. Travel like a local. Get the
inside scope. Slow down, stay in one place, take your time, get to know the people and the
culture of a place. Try some things off the beaten path with guidance. Patronize local business
and vendors when you travel. Be willing to try something new and have the travel experience of a
lifetime.By the time you finish this book, you will be excited to travel to your next
destination.CONTENTS CONTENTSAuthor BioHow To Use This BookWELCOME TO >
TOURISTIntroduction1. Travel to Wadi Rum – the best ways to get here2. Orientate yourself3.
Consider volunteering4. Plan your visit in advance5. Try Bivouac camping6. Learn some
Bedouin Arabic7. Syncronise your visit with a waxing, waning or new moon8. Walk up Um Ad
Dami (with a Bedouin guide)9. Drink some Bedouin tea10. Nap in the middle of the day in
Summer11. Listen to the Azan (call to prayer) from the Nabatean Temple12. Pack essential
items for camping and hiking13. Try some Bedouin Games14. Scramble up to the Burdah Arch
(with a Bedouin guide)15. Bring the kids16. Taste traditional Bedouin food - Zaarb17. Taste
traditional Bedouin bread – Arboot18. Taste traditional Bedouin bread – Shraak19. Visit the
Women's co-operative20. Hike the Jordan Trail (or at least some of it)21. Discover Al-Shillelleh
spring22. See how many different Keffiyah styles you can spot23. Clear up some mis-
conceptions about the weather24. Experience a hot air balloon ride25. Roll down a red sand
dune26. Entering Jordan through the Eilat/ Aqaba – Wadi Araba border?27. Read the inside



scoop on Khazali Canyon28. Purchase the children's e-book "Bedouin Bedtime", also by Um
A'yube29. Ride a camel through the desert30. Wake up for sunrise31. Scramble up one of the
many small mountains to watch the sunset32. Visit the "heart" of Wadi Rum33. Watch Bedouin
coffee being prepared and have a taste34. Spend at least one day at your Bedouin camp in the
desert, with no activities planned35. Taste some fresh dates (khalal or rutab)36. Play with some
Bedouin children37. Visit a secret winding sand dune "canyon"38. Prepare some riddles and
jokes to tell around the fire39. Listen to Bedouin music – Bedouin singing and Oud playing40.
Visit during a full moon41. Take a walk around Rum village42. Follow tracks in the sand43. Count
shooting stars44. Try to spot a desert hedgehog45. Don't forget to look down46. Take a silly
action selfie jumping over a sand dune47. Watch your Bedouin guide change a flat tyre48. Learn
about Bedouin herb/ plant use49. See how many different types of rock you can count50.
Disconnect yourself from the world (just keep your camera with you)> TOURIST> TOURIST>
TOURIST

book description Are you excited about planning your next trip? Do you want to try something
new while traveling? Would you like some guidance from a local? If you answered yes to any of
these questions, then this book is just for you.Greater Than a Tourist - Wadi Rum, Jordan by Um
A'yube offers the inside scope on Wadi Rum. Most travel books tell you how to travel like a
tourist. Although there's nothing wrong with that, as a part of the Greater than a Tourist series
this book will give you tips and a bunch of ideas from someone who lives at your next travel
destination.In these pages you'll discover local advice that will help you throughout your stay.
Greater than a tourist is a series of travel books written by locals. Travel like a local. Get the
inside scope. Slow down, stay in one place, take your time, get to know the people and the
culture of a place. Try some things off the beaten path with guidance. Patronize local business
and vendors when you travel. Be willing to try something new and have the travel experience of a
lifetime.By the time you finish this book, you will be excited to travel to your next
destination.CONTENTS CONTENTSAuthor BioHow To Use This BookWELCOME TO >
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items for camping and hiking13. Try some Bedouin Games14. Scramble up to the Burdah Arch
(with a Bedouin guide)15. Bring the kids16. Taste traditional Bedouin food - Zaarb17. Taste
traditional Bedouin bread – Arboot18. Taste traditional Bedouin bread – Shraak19. Visit the
Women's co-operative20. Hike the Jordan Trail (or at least some of it)21. Discover Al-Shillelleh
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scoop on Khazali Canyon28. Purchase the children's e-book "Bedouin Bedtime", also by Um
A'yube29. Ride a camel through the desert30. Wake up for sunrise31. Scramble up one of the
many small mountains to watch the sunset32. Visit the "heart" of Wadi Rum33. Watch Bedouin
coffee being prepared and have a taste34. Spend at least one day at your Bedouin camp in the
desert, with no activities planned35. Taste some fresh dates (khalal or rutab)36. Play with some
Bedouin children37. Visit a secret winding sand dune "canyon"38. Prepare some riddles and
jokes to tell around the fire39. Listen to Bedouin music – Bedouin singing and Oud playing40.
Visit during a full moon41. Take a walk around Rum village42. Follow tracks in the sand43. Count
shooting stars44. Try to spot a desert hedgehog45. Don't forget to look down46. Take a silly
action selfie jumping over a sand dune47. Watch your Bedouin guide change a flat tyre48. Learn
about Bedouin herb/ plant use49. See how many different types of rock you can count50.
Disconnect yourself from the world (just keep your camera with you)> TOURIST> TOURIST>
TOURISTAuthor Bio Um A'yube is from a grassy green, grey and rainy town in the South of
England. She has a BA in Fine Art and a MA in Residential Landscape Architecture. Living in the
desert in Jordan with a Bedouin husband and three children wasn't really in her plan for life, but
what life goes as one plans?Living in the desert has given Um A'yube a new appreciation for
rain, which she now holds to be one of the most wonderful things in Allah's creation.Um A'yube
spends her time taking care of her three young children, her little house, a handful of goats and
geese, and in her spare time writing and illustrating children's stories about Bedouin life of which
she self published the first one this year.Um A'yube has been living in the Wadi Rum desert
since 2009. She considers herself very blessed to have the opportunity to live in such a beautiful
place with people of such fascinating character. She would like to thank her husband for that!
How To Use This Book This book was written by someone who has lived in an area for over
three months. The author has made the best suggestions based on their own experiences in the
area. Please check that these places are still available before traveling to the area. Get ready to
enjoy your next trip. WELCOME TO > TOURISTIntroductionWadi Rum is often the place
people love the most after their travels in Jordan, yet we only receive about 5% of all the visitors
to the country. As knowledge about the area increases this percentage is probably on the rise,
but many people do miss out. I urge you to take the time to visit, and to at least spend one day
and night in the desert.Wadi Rum is located in the South of Jordan about a 1 hour drive from
Aqaba, and a 2 hour drive from Petra. The whole protected area of desert is 723 KM squared.
The valley with the name Wadi Rum, starts a little before the Visitor Center and stretches South
to Rum village, then as far as Khazali Canyon. This is the valley I have called my home since
2009, and the valley described by Lawrence of Arabia in his book "The Seven Pillars of
Wisdom".Wadi Rum is a breathtakingly beautiful desert landscape and the wonderful,
mischievous, honourable people that live here is what makes the place truly unique. A visit to
Wadi Rum is about culture, and landscape. There is a lot of history here but the desert renders
societies ineffectual, insignificant, and the archeological evidence of past peoples is not grand
like in Petra. If you take a Jeep tour think of it as a journey through this area, without it there is



nothing to focus on, no rhythm to the visit. The Jeep tours take you through the landscape and
THAT is the site, the places you visit along the way are moments to focus on different features of
the desert, to walk around, explore, play, photograph, or an opportunity to reflect on the harsh
environment people have survived in for so many years.In my 50 tips I have tried to include
things to help you get the most out of your visit to Wadi Rum, there are ideas for things to do, tips
where I draw your attention to details many people miss. Mostly the tips I suggest could be
carried out independently by a low budget traveler staying in Rum Village (I have included
references to google maps and GPS co-ordinates when relevant), but some of them require a
guide, an organised activity and a stay at a Bedouin Camp.I have not recommended any specific
camps because I don't want to be biased, but I do recommend you choose a guide/ camp who is
from Rum village. This way you can be sure you are using a local guide.There are many Bedouin
camps and the best way to choose is to consider the area they are placed, if they are near or far
to Rum village, the tours they offer, and how they operate. Each traveler will have their own
preferences, so research and choose the best place for you. The Bedouin Camps will always
have a website and ways to contact them directly (e-mail, phone). These days most camps
locations can be seen on google maps.People on a low budget can also stay at the Rest House
– either on the roof or you can pitch your tent there for a low cost. There are some Bedouin
guides who will offer low cost accommodation in the village.Insha'Allah (God willing) you will
enjoy the tips I have given, and they will help you get more out of your experience visiting Wadi
Rum.1. Travel to Wadi Rum – the best ways to get hereTravelling to Wadi Rum is not
complicated in itself but there are some important facts you can be aware of when planning your
journey.Firstly, if you want to keep your budget low and use buses when possible then you
should visit Petra prior to Wadi Rum. There is a daily early morning bus that comes to Wadi Rum
from Petra. As long as there are enough tourists the bus will run (even on Fridays). This bus is
most reliable during the busy seasons – March, April, May and Sept, Oct, Nov, Dec (last two
weeks only). The rate is 7JD p.p. (2017). The bus always stops at the Visitor Center and then
continues inside the protected area to Rum Village, the driver dropping people at the houses of
the various guides they have booked with. Very convenient really, for a bus!There is also a bus
from Aqaba to Wadi Rum, but the timing of this is less convenient for travellers, and doesn't run
on Fridays. The rate is 3JD p.p. (2017). The bus leaves Aqaba at approx 1-1.30pm, arriving in
Wadi Rum at 2.30-3pm. The bus leaves from the Aqaba bus station close to a public garden and
the souk. The bus station is divided into two parts, a road running between them. The Aqaba-
Wadi Rum bus leaves from the section of the bus station on the same side of the road as the
Police Station. The bus has Wadi Rum – Aqaba written on it in English.Many people will rent a
car while in Jordan and this is a good option for getting to Wadi Rum, making arrival and
departure much simpler. Rental cars can be driven all the way to Rum Village for free, and most
guides/ camps have free parking facilities in the village.GPS co-ordinates for Rum Village
are: Latitude: 29°34'40.79"NLongitude: 35°25'13.22"E If you look on Google maps enter: Wadi
Rum, Jordan. This locates Rum Village. Look at the satellite view.
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